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Welcome to our range of camp tents and baggage. Historically accurate and 
designed to be compatible with standard basing these highly detailed models 

cast in tough polyurethane resin will last you a lifetime!

15ARA-C
Large desert tent
A taller model most suitable for  
the late period and the largest 
15mm fi gures.

15ARA-B
Palace tent
A much larger version, perfect 
as a King accomodation or for 
a more permanent settlement. 

15ARA
Black tent
Generic desert tent, suitable 
for  all nomadic people: Arab, 
Bedouin, Hebrew, etc.

15PRS
Achaemenid Persian tent
Suitable for any early Persian 
or  Middle-eastern army, up to 
and including Sassanids.

For painting and basing ideas, guides, examples, 
suggestions and news on the latest releases, 
please subscribe to our support mail list at:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/baueda

15ELF
Elvish tent
No Elven army would ever 
leave home without their tents!
Perfect as HOTT baggage.

15RKO
Orc Clan Houz 
a typical orcish shack also 
suitable for any early 
northern barbarians!

15ASX
Anglo-Saxon Geteld
Based on historical sources 
and suitable for all other 
Feudal European nations.   

http://www.baueda.com

At BAUEDA WARGAMES 
we strongly believe that camps 

and baggage deserve as much attention to 
historical accuracy and as much detail as any other part 

of the army, and our KLEOS range is here to give you exactly this. 
Most of these models can be used for many more armies and settings than those specifi cally listed, for 

example the “ARA” tents are perfectly suitable for all desert nomads of all historical periods, but also for a 
variety of locations, including Asiatic steppe nomads, and are still widely in use even today!

No assembly required! Supplied unpainted!



15MDV-b
Best suited to a Northern 
European medieval army, 
another great campaign tent 
for nobles and lords.

15RNS
Medieval pavilion
Suitable for any European 
medieval army, as a fi eld HQ 
or the King’s quarters. 

15PAE
Medieval straw hut
Suitable for any medieval-early 
reinassance army, the standard 
fi eld accomodation for troops.

15MDV
Most suitable for any Southern 
European medieval army, the 
classic fi eld accomodation for 
nobles and lords. 

15OTM
Ottoma tent
Suitable for Ottomans and all 
other turkish armies well after 
the renaissance.

15YUR-B
Nobles Yurt 
Larger and framed door Ger.
Suitable for mongols and other 
Central Asian steppe armies.

15YUR
Mongol Yurt or Ger
Suitable for mongols and other 
Central Asian steppe armies.

15LEG
Legionary contubernium tent
Suitable for any Roman Army, 
from Republican to Imperial.

15LEG-B
Legionary contubernium tent
Suitable for any Roman Army, 
from Republican to Imperial.

15PRT
Roman praetorium HQ tent
suitable for any Roman Army, 
from Republican to Imperial.

15NKE
Egyptian tent
Based on New Kingdom 
sources it is suitable for all  
armies of the biblical era. 

15DKN
Spartan Dokana
Based on a Lakonian grave 
relief. Suitable also for 25mm 
Spartan armies!

15GRK
Suitable for any Greek or 
Macedonian army, can be used 
for all classical period.

15BYZ
Byzantine tent
Based on actual historical 
sources it is suitable for all 
Byzantine armies.

15GOT
Crude leather tent as used by 
all early germans and northern 
barbarian tribes, up to and 
including the Gothic invasions.
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15CHI
Chinese tent
Based on historical sources it 
is suitable for most Chinese 
armies up to the reinassance.

New models are released all the time, make sure to check our website or write to us for the latest news!

No assembly required!
Supply unpainted!



28LEG
28mm Roman 
Legionary tent.
Based on accurate 
historical sources 
it is suitable for all 
Roman armies.
A Centurion 
tent will also be 
available soon!

Quality metal figures!

15mm Emishi: the perfect ally for any samurai 
army!
• 15EMI-1 forest tribes foot archers (8 figs)
• 15EMI-2 armoured foot bowmen (8 figs)
• 15EMI-3 Mounted warriors (4 mtd. figs)

                      15PIG-1
Camillan Roman Flaming Pigs
including 2 boar and 2 handlers

Also available 
now: 15PIG-2
domestic pig! 

6 x

WARNING!
These figures contains lead, small sharp parts and may be 
harmful if chewed or swallowed. Not suitable for children!

These figures are historically accurate reproductions of 
Ottoman-Balcan Yaya as they may have appeared in the 
late 14th - early 15th Century, and are designed especially 
to be used as irregular medium foot, but being armed with 
incendiary Javelins they are also suitable as skirmishers. 
The feathered javelins with attached bags of incendiary 
material were used against siege-engines, ships, wooden 
defences or simply to terrify their foes.

15YAY 
Ottoman auxiliaries 
with incendiary 
javelins

 Each pack contains 8 assorted figures on foot in four different poses. 
All figures are sold unpainted!

15VKG
This Viking tent model 
is based on the frames 
recovered from the 
Oseberg and Gokstad ship 
burials. It is approximately 
40mm wide, 65mm deep 
and 37mm tall, fits on 2 
standard baggage bases.

15TBT 
Traditional Tibetan tent 
(Maikhan) our model is 
about 38mm wide, 44mm 
deep and 22mm tall.

 NEW!

 NEW!

New releases for our 15MM camps range!

15BYZ-b
Byzantine Imperial HQ 
tent. Our historically 
accurate model has a 
diameter of 64mm and it 
is 50mm tall.

 NEW!

28004CM 
A classic “PILLBOX” 
designed for a MG squad.
Overall size is 104x75mm 
and the height is 56mm. 
Internal size is 72x45mm 
and the internal height is 
35mm.

 NEW!

 NEW!

Latest releases in 
our WWII range:

28mm bunkers!

28005CM 
Another common type of 
MG bunker.
Overall size is 90x85mm 
and the height is 54mm. 
Internal size is 57x52mm 
and the internal height is 
35mm. 
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